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Abstract 

The elastic generalized assignment problem (eGAP) is a natural extension of the 
generalized assignment problem (GAP) where the capacities are not any longer fixed 
but can be adjusted which is expressed by continuous variables. These variables might be 
unbounded or restricted by a lower or upper bound, respectively. This paper describes 
an algorithm based on beam search, combined with Lagrangian relaxation and local 
search to provide strong lower as well as upper bounds for the eGAP. 

Keywords: elastic generalized assignment problem, mixed integer program-
ming, beam search, Lagrangian relaxation, local search, binary representation 

1 Introduction 

The elastic generalized assignment problem, eGAP for short, is a natural extension of the 
generalized assignment problem (GAP), a well-known combinatorial optimization problem 
with applications in production, logistics, and distribution planning. The GAP is to assign jobs 
to agents in order to minimize assignment cost without extending a given capacity for each 
agent. White the capacity can not be influenced according to the GAP, the eGAP considers the 
opportunity to extend or reduce, respectively, the available capacity. Extending the capacity 
causes cost white reducing capacity provides a profit. The GAP is well-known to be NP-hard, 
NP-hardness of eGAP follows straightforwardly, see Nauss [24]. 

White there exist several efficient algorithms for the GAP, see e.g. Yagiura et al. [32], the 
eGAP has not been studied much so far, although it is of great practica! relevance. To the 
best of our knowledge, there is only one recent paper by Nauss [24] for a special case of 
the eGAP. It concerns a branch&bound algorithm to solve small but difficult instances. This 
algorithm is based on a previous work, which was developed for the GAP, see Nauss [23]. 

Due to the possibility of adjusting the capacity the well-known Cover inequalities, see 
Nemhauser and Wolsey [25], Schrijver [28] as well as Fügenschuh and Martin [11], can not 
be used one-to-one. Instead, the powerful formulations developed by W olsey [30] have to be 
adapted. This seems to be expensive here, see Ceria et al. [7], due to the number of possible 
cuts. Thus we already developed a reformulation of the eGAP, which uses a binary coding 
of the adjustment, see Büther [5]. This reformulation can be transferred to an equivalent 
Standard GAP, which enables us to implement well-known and established algorithms directly. 
For large instances, the commercial solver ILOG CPLEX 10.1 applying a branch&bound pro-
cedure, fails to find the optimal Solution due to memory lacks. Therefore, we developed an 
heuristic, which is based on a truncated branch&bound procedure, called beam search, see 
e.g. Valente and Alves [29], to control the memory. In the process, Lagrangian relaxation is 
used to strengthen the lower bounds and local search to find good feasible solutions. 

First we present the mixed integer formulation in section 2 and the integer reformulation in 
section 3. Then, in section 4, the basic components as well as the overall algorithm will be 
displayed. In section 5 we provide some computational results and section 6 finally concludes 
the paper. 
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2 Model Formulation 

Given a set M = {1,..., m} of agents and a set N = {1,..., n} of jobs, the objective of the 
eGAP is to serve all jobs at minimum cost, regarding the adjusted capacity of each agent. To 
this end, the following binary decision variables are used: 

{1 if jo b j is assigned to agent i 
0 otnerwise 

The binary variables ensure that a job can only be served fully by an agent. 

The following parameters are assumed to be given: Each agent i provides a fixed amount of 
capacity 6j (öf > 0) of an arbitrary resource. In contrast to the GAP, the original capacity 
bit can be adjusted. Continuous variable Sj represents the amount of capacity which is added 
(Si > 0) or removed (s* < 0), respectively. The cost for the capacity adjustment are c4-, c* > 0. 

Job j asks for a specific amount ay (ay > 0) of the capacity of a particular agent if the 
corresponding zy is one. For serving job j's demand from agent i, the total cost cy (cy > 0) 
occur. These cost needn't depend on the value ay. 

Now, the problem can be stated mathematically as follows: 

min 
i€M j'SJV 

(1) 

S.t. ^ ^ ttyXy ^ 
j€AT 

bi + Si MieM (2) 

yi x*j — i 
i€M 

V j eN (3) 

^ ^ Ui V i € M (4) 

Xij E {0,1} V i € M, V j G N (5) 

The objective function (1) is twofold. The first part represents the sum of assigned jobs' cost. 
The second part considers cost and sales when additional capacity is bought and superfluous 
capacity is sold, respectively. Constraints (2) ensure that the (modified) capacity limit of 
the agents is not exceeded. Constraints (3) in combination with (5) ensure, that each job 
is assigned exactly to one agent. Finally, constraints (4) give the bounds for the capacity 
adjustment. 

Before presenting reduetions of eGAP to GAP, we introduce some definitions. For short, 
a Solution of the eGAP can be expressed by the tuple (x, s), where x is the binary vector 
containing all values of zy, i € M and j € N, and s is the vector of the corresponding 
capacity modifications sit i G M. 

Note, that the number of feasible Solution of the eGAP is not smaller than that of a cor
responding GAP with capacities of 6; + k, for each i E M. This might be a bürden, if an 
heuristic is used to solve the eGAP, which is based on pure local search. 
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3 Model Reformulation 

First of all, we propose to transfer the concepts, first developed for the knapsack problem with 
a continuous variable, KPC for short, see Büther and Briskorn [6]: We implement the binary 
coding of the capacity adjustments for the eGAP, see Büther [5] for additional Information. 

Therefore, we replace the capacity adjustment s* by Si = Ui — s* V i G M, see IMauss [ 24]. 
The new variables Sj represent the unused capacity adjustments and thus, they are bounded 
by 0 < Si < Ui — k V i G M. For Illustration one can imagine, that in advance the capacities 
are extended at cost q • Ui and then, during the optimization, the superfluous capacities can 
be sold which is expressed by 3, > 0. Now, the continuous variables Sj are substituted by 
binary code Si = %%%%, with A = {1,..., di} V i € I. Here, binary variable yiki 

equals one if a nd only if e iki contributes to the sold capacity. 

Now, we detail our requirements regarding di and eiki, see Büther [5]: 

i Values of Sj must not undershoot 0 or exceed Ui — U, respectively, that is 0 < 
YlkiZDi eiki yiki < Ui - Ii f or each binary vector yt = {yn, • ••, 

ii Given a precision p G N for each value Vi G [0,Ui — Ii] t here must be a binary vector 
such that |Vi - eikiyiki | < 10~p. 

iii Regarding i an d ii the number of additional binary variables di should be chosen as small 

It is well-known, that any integer value can be stated by a binary representation. Thus, by 
choosing the values for e,&. appropriate, we can represent any integer number between 0 and 
Ui — Ii. If Ui — h = T — 1 with r € N then di = log2 (Ui — k + 1) = r and eiki = 2ki~l for 
each ki € Di is the obvious choice. Otherwise, if Ui — Ii ^ 2r — 1 for all r € N we choose 
di = [log2 (Ui — k + 1)], eiki = 2fc<_1 for each &iE d^i} and 6# = ui-li — 2di~1 + l. 

Additionally, the concept can even be used approximately for real numbers for the adjustment 
Si. Regarding the required precision p G N we apply the procedure described above to the value 
[1CP • (U i — Ii)J V i G M . After obtaining values eiki, we divide them by 10p. Obviously, these 
transformed values suffice condition ii, see Müller-Bungart [21]. The number of additional 
variables is now di = flog2 ([1CP (%i — Zi)J + 1)]. Therefore, the approximation and thus the 
quality of the upper bound can be improved arbitrarily by increasing p. 

The reformulation, namely eGAP%», can now be represented as follows: 

as possible. 

CiUi + min ~ 5Z (6) 
i€M ki&Di 

s.t. ^aijXij + eikiyiki < bi + Ui ViGM (7) 
j<=N ki€Ki ki^Ki 

(8) 

Xij G {0,1} 

2/ifci G {0,1} 

VieM,VjeN (9) 

V i G M , V k i G D i (10) 
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Since we reduce the Solution space to discrete vaiues of s within [0, u* — /*], where the domain 
of Si is a subset of the domain of sit the Solution obtained via eGAP^n is a feasible Solution 
for the original model eGAP, too. Thus, the Solution to eGAP^ is an upper bound for the 
optimal Solution to eGAP. Given an optimal Solution (x, s) to eGAP^ the upper bound can be 
strengthened if bi + k < YljeN aijxij < h+Ui-Si. This appears, if the necessary adjustment 
is not presentable by binary coding regarding the precision p. Then, can be increased to 
[sj]- = bi + m — YljeNavxij- we analyze the gap between the upper bound by eGAP%n 
and the optimal Solution to eGAP we see that, this gap can not be larger than c* • 10-p, 
see Büther [5]. Thus we can always obtain an upper bound (and a corresponding heuristic 
Solution) which is arbitrarily close to the optimal objective value by increasing p. Obviously, 
if all coefficients of the jobs in the capacity constraints are integer numbers, the adjustment 
will only take on integer numbers, too. Therefore, with p = 0 our reformulation will always 
deliver an optimal Solution. 

The advantage of using the binary coding is straightforward: first, the obtained bounds for the 
eGAP^ are not worse than that of the eGAP itself using the commercial solver ILOG CPLEX 
10.1 with Standard settings and the same time limit, see Büther [5]. Additionally, we can use 
all Standard approaches already available for the GAP one-to-one, which is the basic idea of 
this paper. 

4 The Algorithm 

Since we reduced the eGAP to a Standard GAP, we can use the methods, that have already 
been proven to be efficient for the GAP one-to-one. Therefore, the basic framework of our 
algorithm is beam search, a truncated branch&bound algorithm, which needs strong lower as 
well as upper bounds on the objective function value. Thus, we add Lagrangian relaxation 
to strengthen the lower bounds, see Baker and Sheasby [2] and local search procedures to 
generate feasible solutions, the upper bounds, see Di'az and Fernändez [9]. All components 
will be described in detail in the following sections. At the end we will present the overall 
heuristic with all necessary parameter settings. 

4.1 Beam Search 

A common way in the optimization Community for solving integer problems is the 
branch&bound algorithm. The classic Version for a binary optimization problem starts on 
the Ip-relaxation of the problem whose objective is a lower bound for a minimization problem. 
For obtaining the Ip-relaxation, the binary variables are replaced by continuous ones, bounded 
by 0 and 1. If not all variables in the optimal Solution of the Ip-relaxation are integers, for the 
next level the problem is split into two subproblems, one requiring, that a fractional variables 
is 1 and the other that it is 0. The current subproblem is removed from further calculations. 
This is continued until no more variables are available for fixing in any subproblem. 

This algorithm can be represented by a binary tree, where a node illustrates a subproblem and 
an arc represents the fixing of a variable. Obviously, this tree might get extremely large. For a 
problem having n binary variables, in t he worst case we have to solve 2"+1 — 1 subproblems. In 
practice, based on the following properties of a Solution for a node, the number of subproblems 
can be reduced significantly: 
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i Its lower bound is higher than the best known feasible Solution. The same will yield for 
any node obtained from the current one. No new better global upper bound can be 
reached on this perch. 

ii The Solution for the subproblem is feasible for the whole problem. No more branching 
is necessary. 

iii The subproblem has no feasible Solution. The same will yield for any node obtained 
from the current one, because every successor is based on the current subproblem with 
even more constraints, limiting the Solution space furthermore. 

In all three cases, the perch of the tree stops in t his node and no further subproblems will be 
generated. 

Nevertheless having high-end hard- and Software, the enormous tree size cases memory lacks 
which terminates the optimization process, if the branch&bound algorithm is performed for 
the eGAP, see Büther [5]. To handle this memory problem we use a beam search algorithm in 
this work. 

Beam search is a heuristic method for solving large combinatorial problems by efficiently 
exploring a search tree. It was first used in the artificial intelligence Community for the speech 
recognition, see Lowerre [19], and image understanding problem, see Rubin [27]. Since today 
it has been adapted to several applications like job scheduling, see Chang et al. [8], or product 
line design and selection, see Nair et al. [22]. 

Beam search is a truncated version of the classic branch&bound algorithm, see Valente and 
Alves [29]. While for pure branch&bound, in the worst case the whole search tree has to be 
examined, this tree is limited by beam search to accelerate the optimization process: Not all 
Potential subproblems of a node are generated but only the a most promising ones. 

Therefore, first of all, we need an alternative branching rule, because branching on a single 
binary variable can only deliver at most two successor nodes. Thus, if we obtain in a subproblem 
a non-ambiguous assignment of a job to one agent, e.g. fractional variables for the Ip-relaxation 
or multi assignment for the Lagrangian relaxation, see the next section, we can alternatively 
generate m descendant nodes. Due to (3) in the eGAP, fixing one arbitrary binary variable for 
a job j' to 1, Xi>ji = 1 , all o ther variables regarding the same job can be set to zero, xy/ = 0 
i € M \ i'. Instead of generating 2 successors for each node, now, one node generates m, 
each correspond to the fixing of the job to another agent. Obviously, this results into a tree 
with much more nodes on each level and less levels overall: only n level instead of m • n in 
the ordinary case. Here again, if the obtained lower bound of a node is higher than the cost 
of the best feasible Solution, we can prune this node off at once, based on the rules mentioned 
above. By always generating m successor nodes, probably most of these nodes will not be 
very promising regarding the objective function value. 

Hences, for our beam search, we limit the number of successors of a node to a instead of 
generating all m ones. The result is, that we only fix a job to the a most promising agents. 
Additionally, the width of the search tree is limited by ß, the maximum number of nodes at 
each level that are then used in t he next level for further branching. All o ther generated nodes 
at a level, at most a • ß — ß, are pruned off. 

The result of using beam search is an almost Constant memory demand. Obviously, limiting the 
search tree reduces the computational time by accelerating the exploration of the (partial) tree 
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but might prevent us from reaching the optimal Solution. Thus, it is essential to have a good 
evaluation function to generate the a successors and to select the ß most promising nodes 
for the next level to guarantee good solutions while keeping computational efforts as small as 
possible. Apparently, by setting oc a nd ß sufficiently high, we get a search tree covering the 
whole Solution space. This would be similar to the classical branch&bound algorithm with the 
same branching rule. 

One drawback of beam search is, that it cannot recover from a wrong decision. If a node and 
thus a sub-tree is pruned off, where the optimal Solution belongs to, this Solution can never 
be found. Hence, it is not guaranteed that the optimal Solution will e ver be found. But by 
setting the parameters appropriate, this drawback can be minimized. Additionally, by using a 
feasible Solution generator in c ombination with an improvement phase, it is getting even more 
probable to reach the Optimum, see the following sections. 

For the beam search, just like for classic branch&bound, we need strong lower and upper 
bounds on the objective function value. Therefore, we implement Lagrangian relaxation for 
the lower bounds and local search procedures for the upper bounds, which we will present in 
the following sections. The generation of the successor nodes and the evaluation function will 
be presented afterwards in the overall heuristic. 

4.2 Lagrangian Relaxation 

Lagrangian relaxation can be found in many Operational Research literatures, see Fischer [10], 
Geoffrion [12] or Beasley [3], The basic idea is to move one or more constraints of a problem 
into the objective, weighted by Lagrangian multipliers. Thereby, the erstwhile constraints can 
be violated during the optimization process which results into a modified objective function 
value in comparison to the original problem. Since we extend the Solution space and if we 
define the Lagrangian multipliers appropriate, the objective function value of the obtained 
Solution is a lower (upper) bound for a minimization (maximization) problem. 

In our work, we relax constraint (8) with the Lagrangian multiplier vector v containing the 
values ofvj, j E N. Now, using the so called Lagrangian relative cost, see Yagiura et al. [31]: 

Cij(v) = Cij -Vj, (11) 

the relaxed formulation of (6) to (10), namely L{v), can be represented as follows: 

vi + ^ + min EE - 2Z zL (12) 
jSN ieM ieMjeN i£M fcjSDj 

s.t. ^2aijxij + ^ ZikiViki < bi + Ui Vi G M (13) 
jeN kiZKi 

Xij £ {0,1} V i e M, V j e N (14) 

yiki e {0,1} VieM.V h e A (15) 

Obviously, the problem (12) to (15) can be decomposed into M independent knapsack Prob
lems, see Nauss [23]. Additionally, as we use the reformulation eGAP&n, the problem is even 
a Standard binary knapsack problem. 
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The corresponding Lagrangian dual is to maximize the lower bound L(v) 

max L(v) (16) 

Vj € R VjeN (17) 

A f ast method for finding near optimal values for vj, j e N, is the subgradient optimization, 
see Fischer [10] and Held et al. [17], which is based on the subgradients: 

= 1 J e N• (18) 
jew 

This method generates a sequence of vectors, v^2\..., where v® can be defined 
arbitrarily and v®, t > 1, is obtained by: 

=v?+VieN- (19) 

Therefore, we use in (18) the current optimal assignment for L(f') to obtain the new values 
vt+1. Additionally, UB is the best upper bound on (1) and A is a step size parameter fulfilling 
0 < A < 2, which is adapted during the optimization. Initially, it is set to two and halved, 
whenever the lower bound L(vW) could not be increased during a given number of consecutive 
iterations. This treatment ensures a more and more accurate adjustment off. The subgradient 
optimization stops, when either A is getting too small or the maximum number of iterations 
is exceeded. 

For our Algorithm, the generation of the initial vector iA°) a t the root node of beam search is 
handled as follows: We set vf* = 0, j G N, see Yagiura et al. [31]. We tested other starting 
values, too, e.g. the optimal dual variables of the corresponding constraints to (8) in the 
Ip-relaxation of (6) to (10) or the second smallest Cy fo r each j € N. But by running a large 
number of Iteration, the finally obtained lower bounds were almost similar. Thus, we finally 
used initially a value of 0 for all multipliers for the root node to save computational time. For 
all other nodes during beam search, we use initially the best Lagrangian multiplier found for 
the preceding node by the subgradient optimization, which is available at hand. Thereby, we 
try to use the Information of the previous nodes to avoid too many iterations of subgradient 
optimization in the current node. 

Solving L(v) requires solving m independent Standard binary knapsack problems, where each 
can be handled quite quickly, see e.g. Pisinger [26]. But anyway we had to limit the number 
of iterations of subgradient optimization strictly. For the root node, we took a relatively high 
Iteration limit of 300 because the obtained lower bound is the global lower bound and it will 
be used to evaluate all generated feasible solutions. Additionally, in the root node we generate 
the first appropriate Lagrangian multipliers, that are then used initially for the following nodes. 
This enables us to reduce the Iteration limit for all nodes except the root node from 300 to 50, 
which fastens the exploration of the whole search tree. Regarding the computational results 
we noticed, that an increase on the lower bound L(v) would be very small in comparison to 
the required computation times if we increased the Iteration limit above 50, except for the 
root node. 

It is well known, that the convergence of the subgradient optimization might be arbitrary 
poor in the first iterations, see Held et al. [17]. Thus we tried to accelerate and stabilize the 
convergence by exponential smoothing, see Aghezzaf and Artiba [1] and Baker and Sheasby 
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[2] and for the basics of exponential smoothing see Brown et al. [4], Therefore, we do not 
only use the subgradient Sj(vW) in (19) but an exponentially smoothed version denoted by 
Sj(v^), where 

äj(vw) = (1 - AO ' ä,-(t/(t)) + V • ,t> 1. (20) 

The basic idea is to use all Information obtained so far in the previous iterations of the 
subgradient optimization for the adaption of the actual multipliers v. The underlying theory is 
based on the dual cuts for (16) to (17) derived from a Solution of L(v). These cuts are then 
combined to build a Surrogate constraint. For the Surrogate multipliers we use exponential 
smoothing, because this enables us to put more importance on the latest dual cut. Für further 
details, we only want to refer to Baker and Sheasby [2] here. They noticed for the GAP, that 
using {i = 0.3 and Sj(v®) instead of Sj(v®) avoids large variations for the multipliers v during 
the first 100 iterations, which results in s tronger lower bounds L(v) in these iterations. Since 
our beam search approach works on the eGAPu„, a Standard GAP, we can adapt this concept 
one-to-one. Hence, we set the Iteration limit for each node except the root node to 50 and 
use the same ß obtaining good results. For the update of we set fi= 1, because at this 
point we do not have any Sj(v^) so far. 

4.3 Local Search 

Local search is a well known procedure to explore the Solution space for a given problem by 
iteratively examining the neighborhood of a Solution, see e.g. Glover et al. [16]. In general, 
the neighborhood of a given Solution is defined by these set of different solutions, which can 
be gained out of the initial one by using predefined Operators, see Dfaz and Fernändez [9]. In 
our case, we use the shift and the swap operator: 

• The shift neighborhood defines the set of solutions, which can be obtained by shifting 
one job from the agent, it is currently assigned, to another agent. 

• The swap neighborhood defines the set of solutions, which can be obtained by inter-
changing the assignment of two jobs that are originally assigned to different agents. 

One difference between both neighborhoods is, that executing the swap operator does not 
change the number of jobs actually assigned to an agent. In contrast, for the shift neigh
borhood the number of jobs actually assigned to an agent decreases for the old agent and 
increases for the new one. Of course, there are even more complex neighborhood definitions 
available, see e.g. Yagiura et al. [31], which have not been used in this work so far. 

Note for the eGAP, if w e have no restrictive upper bound u,, i € M, for the capacity adjust
ment, then every assignment, which is feasible regarding (3), is feasible for the whole problem. 
Altogether we have mn feasible solutions and every shift or swap Operation will a lways gener-
ate a new feasible Solution from an existing one because our neighborhood definitions do not 
change the sum in constraint (3). This implies an increase of the set of potential neighbors 
in every Iteration, because we can not exclude solutions due to infeasibility like for the classic 
GAP, see e.g. Yagiura et al. [31]. Obviously, the generation of the neighbors is very easy, 
because we do not have to care about capacity limits, but the obtained upper bounds might 
be arbitrary poor. Since the instances used for the computational results of this work have 
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only lower bounds on the capacity adjustments, see section 5, we limit our neighborhood to 
shift and swap to control the computational efforts and to maintain overall efficiency. 

Additionally, we use a first fit strategy to accelerate the search. That is, we do not generate 
the whole neighborhood for a given Solution. Instead, we check for each job, if a shift or 
a swap can decrease the actual upper bound. Therefore, the cost for a neighbor are always 
calculated based on the assignment cost as well as on the capacity adjustment cost. If su ch 
a job is found, we execute the Operation and Start another round of local search. The order 
of examining the jobs is handled as follows: first, all jobs are sorted by decreasing value Ac£, 
where 

A4 = - mincf. (21) 

and 

c£. = p • cy + (1 - p) • di j • a . (22) 

The cost c& a re a combination of the assignment cost Cy and the cost that would occur, if th e 
capacity had to be adjusted for this job. By defining the factor p appropriate, we try to reflect 
the coherence between both cost. In our work, we used p = 0.7. Thus, we put more attention 
on the assignment cost which is reasonable because of the available capacity for each agent 
in the selected instances. The value Acf represents the cost difference for a job between the 
cost of the assignment to agent i and the cheapest assignment, based on c^. This can be 
seen as potential cost savings, if t he job is currently not assigned at its smallest cost. 

By using this ordering, decreasing values of Acf-, we try to execute the most promising jobs 
first. If, a fter handling all jobs, no improvement on the current upper bound can be identified, 
then the best available Operation is performed. That is, the job, which causes the smallest 
temporary increase on the upper bound, will be shifted or swaped, respectively. 

Obviously, if we temporary increase the objective function value, we have to avoid to return to 
the previous Solution when examining the neighborhood of the new one. Therefore, we adapt 
the concept of tabu search, a short term memory phase, see Glover [13] and Glover [14]. That 
is, the neighborhood for the local search is restricted by automatic mechanism to leave a local 
Optimum and to prevent cycling. E.g. if we shift a job or swap two jobs, respectively, the 
returning to the previous agent is prohibited for these jobs, it is set tabu, for a given number 
of iterations. This is done in every Iteration of the local search to prevent potential cycling, 
even if we were able to decrease the upper bound. 

4.4 Overall Heuristic 

At the beginning of our heuristic, we compute greedily a lower and an upper bound. Both are 
generated by assigning each job to one agent at cheapest cost. Therefore, the used cost differ: 
For the lower bound, we set Xi>j = 1 and %y = 0, i € M \ i', where i! = arg min* cy. That 
is, we ignore the capacity adjustments and simply assign each job to its smallest assignment 
cost. Then, the lower bound is computed by only summing up the assignment cost LB = 
Ei6M £je;v °ijxij• This is admissible, because for the ignored capacity adjustments the cost 
Cj, i € M, as well as the lower bounds lit i € M are both greater-than-or-equal to zero. 
Thus, the product Q • s* in (1) will al ways be greater-than-or-equal to zero, too. This implies, 
that the cheapest assignment cost without the capacity adjustment cost deliver a lower bound 
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on the objective function value. For the upper bounds, we use the cheapest combination of 
assignment and capacity adjustment cost, that is, we set x^j = 1, where i' = arg mint cfj and 
Xij = 0, i e M \ i'. Afterwards, the potentially occurring extensions are calculated to obtain 
a feasible Solution and the upper bound is obtained by using the objective (1) straightforward. 
Then, this bound is improved by local search to get a stronger one, which is used initially for 
the adjustment of the multipliers v during the subgradient optimization. 

Since we relaxed constraint (8) in a Lagrangian way to obtain L{v), the Solution of L(v) 
probably will not be feasible regarding the original problem. Thus, during the subgradient 
optimization, we generate for each obtained Solution x of L(v) greedily a feasible Solution by 
the following rules: 

i First, for each job, that is assigned once, constraint (8) is fulfilled, we keep the job at 
the corresponding agent. 

ii Then, for jobs that are multi-assigned, that is Y^ieMxv > we ass'6n the job to this 
agent, that belongs to the multi-assignment, the corresponding z# is one, and that 
generates the lowest increase in the cost, regarding the direct assignment cost as well 
as the cost for adjusting the capacity. 

iii Finally, these jobs, that have not been assigned in L(v), = 0, are assigned 
following the same rule as the multi-assigned jobs, except that the set of potential agents 
is extended to all available agents i, i € M. 

The obtained feasible solutions are then improved with local search, only if we have found 
a new local upper bound. During local search for any node beside the root note we regard 
the jobs already fixed at this node. If we then find a new global upper bound, too, we Start 
an additional round of local search ignoring the already fixed jobs trying to strengthen this 
bound furthermore. This approach enables us to explore a large Solution space by always using 
different initial solutions for the local search at each node without limiting the Solution space 
strictly to avoid missing the optimal assignment. Thus, it is more probable to leave a local 
Optimum and to reach the global optimum. Otherwise, if we always ignore the fixed jobs of 
the corresponding node, we might always return to a local optimum starting from different 
solutions. 

For the beam search, we set a = 2, thus each node can generate two successors. These 
successors are identified during the subgradient optimization by the way. Assume, by solving 
L(v) we get a new best lower bound for a specific node. Then, the jobs j, that have been 
assigned twice, to agent i^ as well as to i'j, that is x^ j = x^j = 1, are potential jobs for being 
fixed. For the next level, we fix one job to agent ij and to i", respectively, corresponding to the 
two successors. For identifying the most promising job for fixing, we check, which job causes 
the smallest temporary increase in the lower bound if it is fixed to one of the two agents, 
priced by val, where 

val = Ci'.j{v) + + min{cj^(ü), Qy/f)}. (23) 

The motivation for this function is straightforward, see table 1: Assigning the job to the two 
agents alternately causes additional costs and increases the lower bound because only jobs 
with negative reduced cost Cij(f) have been set to one before. The sum of both cost is a 
good indicator for the influence of this particular job. Additionally, we took the smaller of 
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both twice into account. This avoids fixing a job with one low and one high cost. Otherwise, 
e.g. fixing job 4 in table 1 to agent ^ causes a high increase in the cost and this will probably 
result into a node for the next level, which is pruned off at once due to the high increase in the 
lower bound. In this case, fixing job 4 might only generate one successor for the next level, 
which is not desirable for exploring the search tree efficiently. 

Table 1: Evaluation function 
job val 
1 -5 -5 -15 
2 -2 -8 -18 
3 -3 -3 -9 
4 -5 -1 -11 

If no job is assigned twice, we analyze the jobs that are multi-assigned. Therefore, we apply 
(23), too, using the two smallest relative costs (11) for each job. If t here exists no multi-
assignment, too, all jobs are either assigned once or not assigned at all. There have to be 
some jobs j', that are not yet assigned, that is = 0, because otherwise the Solution 
of the corresponding subproblem is already feasible for the whole problem and this node can 
be pruned off. Now, for each job j' we select the agent i', which causes the lowest increase 
in the lower bound, that is i' = axgmiiijCijv(v). Finally, the job j for fixing is identified by 
j = arg minj Ci'j'(v). This selection of jobs will o bviously deliver only one successor for this 
node. But regarding our computational results, this cases never arrived. 

After executing the subgradient optimization, we limit the beam width to ß = 4. This is 
done by taking these 2 nodes with the smallest local lower bound so far and Start on the next 
level with the successors of them. Then, for each successor node the problem is reduced by 
eliminating the job that had just been fixed. Thus the problem size decreases from Iteration to 
Iteration by one. Obviously, the maximum number of beam search Iteration is n in our case, 
because then each job is fixed to an agent. 

The beam search algorithm will be continued until either no more nodes are available because 
the corresponding lower bounds are too high regarding the best feasible Solution or the Iteration 
limit of 10 is reached. All parameters have been tested with other values, too. For the used 
instances the chosen values point out the potential of the heuristic very well regarding the 
computational time and the obtained bounds, see the next section for further details. 

5 Computational results 

After giving the theoretical background in the previous sections, we now present some compu
tational results to show the efficiency of the developed beam search heuristic. The algorithm 
is coded in C++ and executed on an Intel Pentium D processor with 1GB RAM and 2.80 GHz 
clock rate running under Windows XP. We used the commercial branch&bound solver ILOG 
CPLEX 10.1 with Standard settings to solve the eGAP itself. The corresponding results are 
carried over from our previous work, see Büther [5], and they are now used to compare the 
overall Performance of our algorithm. 

There are five well-known types of benchmark instances for the GAP, called types A, B, C, D, 
and E, see Yagiura et al. [31], with 5 to 80 agents and 100 to 1600 jobs. These instances have 
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been modified to eGAP according to Nauss [24] and Büther [5]. The capacity adjustments 
are only limited by lower bounds = 0 for each i G M. In this paper, we only focus on the 
instances of type D, because, when using CPLEX on these instances with a time limit of 3600s, 
the solver runs in 10 of 15 cases out of memory, where our heuristic is s till working without 
any problems. Note, that all coefficients for the capacity consumption are integers for these 
instances, thus solving the binary reformulation of the eGAP can always deliver an optimal 
Solution, see Büther [5]. Of course we tested our algorithm on easier instances, belonging 
to type A to proof the correct function before. As these instances are too easy to solve for 
CPLEX, we limit our comparison in this work to type D. 

As we have shown in section 4.2, the problem L[v) can be decomposed into m Standard 
knapsack problems. If we had only integers for all parameters of the problem, we could use 
the well-known combo algorithm straightforward, see Büther and Briskorn [6] in combination 
with Martello et al. [20]. In our case, for the occurring knapsack problems in L(v) we use 
combo, too, although the Lagrangian multipliers v are not integers in contrast to all other 
coefficients. Therefore, in advance we multiply all coefficients of the objective function by 
1000 and during the subgradient optimization, the new multipliers v are rounded down to the 
next integer value, see Kellerer et al. [18]. This would be the same like working with real 
numbers, limit to 3 decimal places. Additionally, since the subgradient optimization is only a 
method for finding near optimal values for Vj, j G N, see Fischer [10], we might never reach 
the optimal multipliers, even if we use real numbers with unlimited decimal paces. By applying 
our rounded integers and combo, we accept loosing a very little Solution quality but we are 
able to reduce the computation time significantly, see Büther and Briskorn [6]. 

Before executing combo, we can reduce the problem size by fixing some variables to zero. 
If th e relative cost Ci>j>(v) a re larger or equal to zero, then job j' will n ot be assigned to agent 
i' in this subproblem, because the objective is to minimize the cost. Additionally, we can fix 
these jobs j' to agent i', = 1, where Ci'^ < —cj and reduce b\ by In t his case, the 

cost decrease per unit of capacity consumption of job j' is higher than the cost increase per 
unit for (potentially) exten ding the capacity, see Büther and Briskorn [6]. This can be done 
straightforward, because the capacity adjustments have only lower bounds in our instances. 

The computational results can be found in table 2, where the first column identifies the 
instance. Then, there occur altogether 6 columns. The first three present the results of our 
previous work, see Büther [5], where CPLEX is used with a time limit of 3600s. LB and 
UB are the best obtained lower and upper bound, respectively. The column, headed by oom, 
takes on the value of one, if CPLEX runs out of memory. The next three columns represent 
the results of our beam search heuristic. Therefore, the meaning of the first and the second 
column is similar to that used for CPLEX and give the best obtained lower and upper bound. 
The last column shows the time, totally needed for our algorithm. 

Knowing well, that the chosen instances are just a small sample, we can already observe the 
following: 

• In 1 1 of 15 cases, our heuristic delivers the better lower bound than CPLEX. Note that 
in the other 4 cases, CPLEX did not run out of memory and thus could tighten the 
lower bound, primarily obtained by the Ip-relaxation, by adding additional constraints, 
called cuts, see e.g. Nemhauser and Wolsey [25]. Of course, we might improve our 
lower bounds furthermore in the future by using similar techniques, too. 
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Table 2: Comparison of CPLEX and our beam search heuristic 
CPLEX beam search 

instance LB UB oom LB UB time 
d05100.mps 6351.29 6353.34 0 6349.81 6361.00 442 
d05200.mps 12739.13 12744.00 1 12739.98 12746.68 563 
dlOlOO.mps 6330.70 6352.41 0 6340.87 6369.82 866 
dl0200.mps 12420.48 12443.00 1 12425.31 12452.00 969 
dl0400.mps 24956.99 24975.00 1 24958.43 24984.96 1325 
dl5900.mps 55400.66 55432.00 1 55401.98 55449.84 3644 
d20100.mps 6148.87 6233.56 1 6175.56 6246.08 1683 
d202Q0.mps 12219.77 12280.00 1 12229.28 12314.25 1768 
d20400.mps 24553.27 24613.80 1 24559.87 24630.08 2196 
d30900.mps 54829.13 54929.26 1 54831.76 54954.30 4936 
d40400.mps 24347.95 24464.00 1 24348.06 24510.68 3841 
d60900.mps 54551.00 54847.72 0 54548.37 55259.68 6257 

d201600.mps 97821.43 97865.00 1 97822.43 97882.04 9321 
d401600.mps 97105.00 97263.20 0 97099.38 97812.68 6036 
d801600.mps 97034.00 97287.75 0 97018.38 98645.50 7186 

• For the upper bounds, so far, CPLEX outperforms our heuristic. Obviously, this is based 
on the strict parameter settings for our local search as well as our beam search. By 
redefining these parameters appropriate, we can extend the the whole search and thus 
increase the probability of finding better or the best upper bound, especially in these 
cases, where CPLEX stops due to memory lacks. 

It must be pointed out, that CPLEX already needs more than one minute just to provide the 
lower bound by Ip r elaxation for the these instances with an high number of binary variables x. 
At this point, no upper bounds are available. In contrast, our approach delivers in each Iteration 
of the subgradient optimization parallel a lower and an upper bound. Thus we generate a large 
set of feasible solutions which can be used for advanced search procedures to find the optimal 
assignment, see e.g. Glover [15] 

Summarizing the computational results, they show on the one hand the efficiency of the 
commercial solver and on the other hand the potential of our beam search heuristic. Even with 
limited parameters settings for our heuristic appropriate results can be obtained in reasonable 
time. 

6 Conclusions and Outlook 

In our previous paper, see Büther [5], we already gave the theoretical background for this 
work. In this paper, we have presented a beam search algorithm for the eGAP, which uses 
Lagrangian relaxation and local search to strengthen the bounds on the objective function 
value. All t echniques are applied on the modified variant of the eGAP, called eGAP%n, which 
contains a binary representation of the capacity adjustment. It can be shown, that this problem 
can be reduced to a Standard GAP, see Büther [5], which enables us to use one-to-one the 
Standard approaches mentioned above. 

Summarizing the computational results, in most cases, the obtained lower bounds by La
grangian relaxation are already better than that, delivered by CPLEX. For the upper bounds, 
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it is the other way round and CPLEX gives the better bounds. But, since we limit the search 
tree by using beam search and do not run out of memory, in the future we can modify our Pa
rameters to enlarge the beam search as well as the local search and thus, to improve our upper 
bounds furthermore. Especially by increasing a, the number of successors of each node, we 
can spread the search significantly. Additionally, we can try to add further constraints, called 
cuts, to the initial node, like CPLEX does, to strengthen the corresponding lower bound. For 
the upper bounds, since we display a feasible Solution in every Iteration of the subgradient 
optimization, we could apply advanced search procedures. One approach could be path re-
linking, see e.g. Yagiura et al. [32], which is a scatter search, see Glover [15] for the basics. It 
combines two or more feasible solutions to generate a sequence of new solutions with hopefully 
a better objective function value than the initial solutions have. 

All this will be the topic of our future research. Additionally we will run our algorithm on 
further eGAP instances, belonging to other classes, see Yagiura et al. [31], with capacity 
adjustments limited by lower as well as upper bounds and finally with different cost for the 
adjustment. There, we will try to identify hard instances, where CPLEX stops very early in 
the optimization process and our algorithm can evidence its power and flexibility. 
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